Qadianis have endangered the honor of Christianity and Islam

Qadianis are Jewish agents. All their books should be confiscated. The first seminar of its kind at Jang Forum jointly attended by Muslim and Christians

History is witness that Muslim emirs provided protection to churches. If Mary was not holy, the Quran would not have named a chapter after her. Those who suggest Jesus' tomb in Kashmir are infidels.

The Holy Quran has referred to Jesus 25 times. Christian and Muslim fraternity should wage Jihad against Jewish agents.


(Extracts)

Lahore: (Jang Forum Report) The government should ban the sale of Braheen Ahmadiyya and all such books published by Qadianis against Hadrat Isa (p.b.u.h), and all such printed material should be ordered to be set on fire, that hurts the feelings of two brotherly communities that believe in Hadrat Isa. This group, born out of mutual confrontation, is bringing bad name in Europe to Muslim and Christian brethren. The literature published by Ahmadis is a regular Jewish conspiracy to hurt the feelings Christian and Muslim communities. Now, the honor of Hadrat Isa and the Islamic faith is in grave danger at the hands of this group, and the government should take notice and deal an effective blow to their activities, so that the honour of our prophets is upheld.

The participants at the seminar lauded the efforts of the Daily Jang that brought the Christian and Muslim brethren together under one roof for the first time in 43 years, and thus smashed the international Jewish conspiracy. It has brought about reconciliation between the two fraternal communities after 43 years; this has upset Ahmadis greatly.........
Father James Chenen, Pope Paul’s Religious Advisor on Pakistan thanked JANG, on his own and Christians’ behalf for arranging such a forum for the first time in the history of Pakistan, bringing the two great world religions together. This will be useful in developing mutual understanding and then waging Jihad against the conspiring gang. ....

(Maulana Abdul Aleem Qasimi stated that) those who call themselves Jesus the Messiah are deceitful and infidels, and those who consider Jesus’ tomb in Kashmir are enemies of Islam, enemies of Christian and Muslim fraternity and friends of Jews. The government should move fast against such elements that hurt the feelings of Christian and Muslim brethren.

Father Inayat Bernad, the principal of Saint Mary Seminary stated that the Jang has performed a historic feat and crushed the ambitious plans of the Ahmadi group. In the past, there were debates which were not fruitful, but then the Jang helped us move forward. This is a historic occasion...........

Maulana Zubair Ahmad Zaheer, the General Secretary Jamaat Ahle Hadith stated that the way we cannot tolerate blasphemy against the Holy Prophet (p.b.u.h), the same way we cannot tolerate blasphemy against Hadhrat Isa. Prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h) offered 60 Christian priests who had come to him for a religious debate, to undertake their worship in his mosque. Thus Christians can visit Muslims’ mosque, while Muslims can visit Christian churches. Regrettably, on account of our laxity, there is a group here that calls itself Ahmadi, defile the name of Isa. The government must take notice of this and ban their literature, and should undertake the defence of accusations against Muslim and Christian brethren.

The minority MNA, Mr J Salik (a Christian) stated: “I am a devout Muslim, because if I am not a Muslim, I cannot be a devout Christian”. Mr Kanewal Feroz, Member of the Federal Council for Minorities stated: “Because of the conspiracy of British imperialism, Christians and Muslims could not get along well, however our values are common as among brothers. Our cultural and social values are identical, so we are one and the same. However, there is a group that makes us brothers fight with each other, and undertakes attack on our religion.”